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Abstract. Student engagement and motivation during learning activities is tied
to better learning behaviors and outcomes and has prompted the development of
learner-guided environments. These systems attempt to personalize learning by
allowing students to select their own tasks and activities. However, recent evidence suggests that not all students are equally capable of guiding their own
learning. Some students are highly self-regulated learners and are able to select
learning goals, identify appropriate tasks and activities to achieve these goals
and monitor their progress resulting in improved learning and motivational benefits over traditional learning tasks. Students who lack these skills are markedly
less successful in self-guided learning environments and require additional scaffolding to be able to navigate them successfully. Prior work has examined these
phenomena within the learner-guided environment, CRYSTAL ISLAND, and identified the need for early prediction of students’ self-regulated learning abilities.
This work builds upon these findings and presents a dynamic Bayesian approach that significantly improves the classification accuracy of student selfregulated learning skills.
Keywords : Student modeling, intelligent tutoring systems, self-regulated
learning
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Introduction

The focus on encouraging student engagement and motivation has been growing rapidly in recent decades in both classroom-based and computer-based instruction. This
attention is guided by the empirical findings that students’ feelings of interest and
motivation towards an activity, domain, or learning in general has a powerful influence on how long they will persist with a task and how willing they are to initiate an
activity [1–4].
A common approach to encouraging engagement involves increasing student autonomy and allowing each individual student to guide his or her own learning [5–7].
The insight behind this approach is that students will be able to focus on tasks and
topics that fit within their own learning goals and interests [8]. However, while this
approach has gained popularity, there is increasing evidence that not all students are
successful at guiding their own learning [5, 9, 10]. To be successful, students must be
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capable of setting meaningful learning objectives. They must then identify activities,
behaviors, and strategies that may achieve these goals, monitor and evaluate their
progress and alter their behavior and strategies accordingly. Unfortunately there is
evidence that not all students are capable of guiding their own learning in this way
[11] and may consequently experience limited success with systems that require these
skills [5, 6, 12].
The ability to set learning goals, identify successful strategies and evaluate personal success is the hallmark of a self-regulated learner. Students who exhibit selfregulated learning (SRL) skills are able to drive their own learning and are often more
successful in learning tasks and academic settings [13]. While SRL skills can be
taught and often improve with practice [14], students who have not yet developed
appropriate SRL strategies are more likely to flounder in self-guided learning systems. However, there is evidence that with appropriate scaffolding, these environments can be beneficial in improving learning and interest as well as aid in development of SRL skills [15, 16].
The issue of how to appropriately level and support SRL strategies in learning environments remains an important open question with a variety of conflicting evidence
[17–21]. However, there is consensus that appropriate scaffolding involves a delicate
balance of allowing autonomy but providing support when necessary [22]. To do this
successfully, teachers and tutoring systems must be able to accurately identify a student’s skill level and utilize this knowledge to deliver an appropriately leveled
amount of support.
This paper describes an investigation of these issues within the self-guided gamebased learning environment, CRYSTAL ISLAND. Prior work examining SRL behaviors
in CRYSTAL ISLAND has indicated that students who are able to regulate their behaviors experience greater learning gains and report more interest and motivation, while
students without these skills are significantly less successful [23]. These results have
highlighted the need for targeted scaffolding based on early recognition of students’
self-regulatory skills. This work uses Bayesian modeling techniques incorporating
both empirical and theoretical knowledge to classify self-regulated learners early into
their interaction with CRYSTAL ISLAND. Models learned from a corpus including data
from 260 middle school students show significant promise in early prediction of selfregulated learning skills. The methodology, findings, and implications of this work
are discussed.

2

Related Work

Identifying and scaffolding metacognitive behaviors such as self-regulated learning
(SRL) has been a focus of much work in the intelligent tutoring systems community
due to the strong influence of these behaviors on learning [5, 13, 24]. For example, in
MetaTutor, a hypermedia environment for learning biology, think-aloud protocols
have been used to examine which regulatory strategies students use, while analysis of
students’ navigation through the hypermedia environment helps to identify profiles of
self-regulated learners [24, 25]. Similarly, researchers have identified patterns of be-

havior in the Betty’s Brain system that are indicative of low and high levels of selfregulation [26] and utilized sequence mining techniques to further explore these
patterns [27]. Aleven et al. [28] have hand-crafted a model of help-seeking behavior
based on pedagogical theories of when students ought to seek help and the variety of
help-seeking behaviors that are thought to be detrimental to learning.
While previous work has focused primarily on examining SRL in highly structured
problem-solving and learning environments, there has also been work on identifying
SRL behaviors in open-ended exploratory environments. For example, work by
Shores et al. has examined early prediction of students’ cognitive tool use in order to
inform possible interventions and scaffolding [29]. Understanding and scaffolding
students’ SRL behaviors is especially important in open-ended learning environments
where goals may be less clear and students do not necessarily have a clear indicator of
their progress [30]. In order to be successful in this type of learning environment,
students must actively identify and select their own goals and evaluate their progress
accordingly. While the nature of the learning task may have implicit overarching
goals such as ‘completing the task’ or ‘learning a lot,’ it is important for students to
set more specific, concrete and measurable goals [31]. However, not all students are
equally successful in regulating their learning in this way [5, 6, 9, 11].
This work represents an initial step in scaffolding such metacognitive behaviors by
first predicting a student’s skill level early into interaction with an open-ended selfguided learning environment so that future scaffolding can be targeted to a student’s
individual abilities. Prior work to predict self-regulated learning has demonstrated
promise in being able to identify self-regulated learners early into their interaction
with an open ended environment [23], though predictive accuracies were not believed
to be sufficiently high for a functional runtime system. This work builds upon these
findings by using Bayesian modeling techniques and incorporating theoretical and
empirical knowledge to improve early prediction capabilities.

3

Method

The investigation of SRL behaviors was conducted with students from a local middle
school interacting with CRYSTAL ISLAND, a self-guided game-based learning environment being developed for the domain of microbiology that follows the standard
course of study for eighth grade science in North Carolina [32].
3.1

Crystal Island

CRYSTAL ISLAND (Figure 1) features a science mystery set on a recently discovered
volcanic island. Students play the role of the protagonist, Alex, who is attempting to
discover the identity and source of an unknown disease plaguing a newly established
research station. The story opens by introducing the student to the island and the
members of the research team for which her father serves as the lead scientist. As
members of the research team fall ill, it is her task to discover the cause and the specific source of the outbreak. Typical game play involves navigating the island,

Fig. 1. CRYSTAL ISLAND learning environment

Fig. 2. Self-report device

manipulating objects, taking notes, viewing posters, operating lab equipment, and
talking with non-player characters to gather clues about the disease’s source. To progress through the mystery, a student must explore the world and interact with other
characters while forming questions, generating hypotheses, collecting data, and testing hypotheses.
3.2

Study Procedure

A study with 296 eighth grade students was conducted. After removing instances with
incomplete data or logging errors, there were 260 students remaining. Among the
remaining students, there were 129 male and 131 female participants varying in age
and race. Participants interacted with CRYSTAL ISLAND in their school classroom,
although the study was not directly integrated into their regular classroom activities.
Pre-study materials were completed during the week prior to interacting with
CRYSTAL ISLAND. The pre-study materials included a demographic survey, researcher-generated CRYSTAL ISLAND curriculum test, and several personality questionnaires.
Personality was measured using the Big 5 Personality Questionnaire, which indexes
student personality across five dimensions: openness, conscientiousness, extraversion,
agreeableness and neuroticism [33]. Goal orientation was measured using a 2dimensional taxonomy considering students’ mastery or performance orientations
along with their approach or avoidance tendencies [34]. Students’ affect regulation
tendencies were measured using the Cognitive Emotion Regulation Questionnaire
which consists of nine subscales, each representing a different cognitive regulation
strategy [35].
Immediately after solving the mystery, or after 55 minutes of interaction, students
moved to a different room in order to complete several post-study questionnaires
including the curriculum post-test. Students also completed two questionnaires aimed

to measure students’ interest and involvement with CRYSTAL ISLAND including the
Intrinsic Motivation Inventory [36] and the Presence Questionnaire [37].
During the interaction students were prompted every seven minutes to self-report
their current mood and status through an in-game smartphone device (Figure 2). Students selected one emotion from a set of seven options, which included the following:
anxious, bored, confused, curious, excited, focused, and frustrated. After selecting an
emotion, students were instructed to briefly type a few words about their current status in the game, similarly to how they might update their status in an online social
network.
3.3

SRL Classification

The typed status reports were later tagged for SRL evidence using the following four
ranked classifications: (1) specific reflection, (2) general reflection, (3) non-reflective
statement, or (4) unrelated. (See [23] for more details). This ranking is motivated by
the observation that setting and reflecting upon goals is strongly associated with selfregulatory behavior and that specific goals are more beneficial than those that are
more general [9]. Students were then given an overall SRL score based on the average
score of their statements. An even ternary split was then used to assign the students to
a High, Medium, and Low SRL category.
From the 260 students, a total of 1836 statements were collected, resulting in an
average of 7.2 statements per student. All statements were tagged by one member of
the research team with a second member of the research team tagging a randomly
selected subset (10%) of the statements to assess the validity of the protocol. Interrater reliability was measured at κ = 0.77, which is an acceptable level of agreement.
General reflective statements were the most common (37.2%), followed by unrelated
(35.6%), specific reflections (18.3%) and finally non-reflective statements (9.0%).
The ternary split of students into High, Medium, and Low SRL classes has yielded
interesting findings in prior work [23]. One important finding is that High and Medium SRL students have both higher prior knowledge and higher learning gains than
Low SRL students. This shows that Low SRL students start with some disadvantage
and that the overall gap in knowledge is increased after interactions with CRYSTAL
ISLAND. Though all groups have significant learning gains, Low SRL students are not
receiving the same advantages of interaction with CRYSTAL ISLAND. Further analyses
indicated that High SRL students reported experiencing significantly more interest,
enjoyment, and attributed greater value and importance to the task than either Medium or Low SRL students.
Together these findings motivate the need for detection and scaffolding of SRL
skill levels. Low-SRL students require more guided instruction and scaffolding to
learn as effectively as their peers. Evidence suggests that Medium-SRL students may
need slightly more scaffolding to have an optimal experience but overall are effectively learning on their own. Meanwhile, High-SRL students are experiencing the positive
benefits expected from a self-guided learning experience and should not receive any
intervention. The first step toward delivering targeted scaffolding based on SRL skill

level is to first classify a student as a High, Medium, or Low SRL student early into
their interaction with CRYSTAL ISLAND.

4

Early Prediction of SRL Behaviors

Initial classification of student SRL behaviors was conducted manually after the completed interaction with CRYSTAL ISLAND. In order to provide adaptive scaffolding,
these classes must be recognized early into the interaction so that students do not
spend too much time floundering with too little guidance. To this end, empirical models were learned from the corpus of student data and trained to classify SRL skill level
early into the interaction.
4.1

Corpus

The comprehensive corpus for modeling SRL behavior originally included a total of
49 features. Of these, 26 features represented personal data collected prior to the student’s interaction with CRYSTAL ISLAND. This included demographic information,
pre-test score, and scores on the personality, goal orientation, and emotion regulation
questionnaires. The remaining 23 features represented a summary of students’ interactions in the environment. This included information on how students used each of the
curricular resources, how many in-game goals they had completed, as well as evidence of off-task behavior (details on off-task behavior can be found in [38]). Additionally, data from the students’ self-reports were included, such as the most recent
emotion report and the character count of their “status.”
In order to examine early prediction of the students’ SRL-use categories, these features were calculated at four different points in time resulting in four distinct datasets.
The first of these (Initial) represented information available at the beginning of the
student’s interaction and consequently only contained the 26 personal attributes. Each
of the remaining three datasets (Report1-3) contained data representing the student’s
progress at each of the first three emotion self-report instances. These datasets contained the same 26 personal attributes, but the values of the remaining 23 in-game
attributes differentially reflected the student’s progress up until that point. The first
self-report occurred approximately 4 minutes into game play with the second and
third reports occurring at 11 minutes and 18 minutes, respectively. The third report
occurs after approximately one-third of the total time allotted for interaction has been
completed, so it is still fairly early into the interaction time.
4.2

Prior Work – Naïve Modeling Approaches

Prior work [23] has shown promise in being able to predict SRL class early into the
interaction. This work compared the ability of naïve Bayes, neural network, logistic
regression, support vector machine, and decision tree models to predict SRL class at
different time intervals. Overall it was found that logistic regression and decision trees
offered the best performance, correctly predicting 43% of students’ classes before

interaction begins and up to 57% of students’ classes after one-third of their interaction with CRYSTAL ISLAND. Compared with a most-frequent-class baseline of 34%,
this offers a significant improvement in the ability to recognize SRL skill. However,
while both logistic regression and decision tree models significantly outperformed
baseline measures, the predictive accuracy did not seem to be sufficient for guiding
adaptive scaffolding though they represented a positive indication that a more targeted
approach to modeling had the potential to be successful.
4.3

Current Approach – Informed Bayesian Modeling

The promising results of the initial modeling approaches raised two questions:
1) What features are most beneficial for predicting students’ SRL classifications? and
2) How can knowledge of the learning environment and the processes associated with
SRL be used to guide the development of models? These two questions guided the
development of a predictive model that is informed from empirical corpus data as
well as a theoretical understanding of self-regulated processes. The objective of this
line of investigation was to further improve predictive accuracy so that a runtime
system could be used to reliably detect and scaffold SRL behaviors.
Feature Selection. The first step in developing an informed predictive model was to
identify the features that were most beneficial in predicting students’ SRL classifications. Stepwise logistic regression was selected as the approach to addressing this
problem. Stepwise logistic regression involves iteratively adding and removing features to a predictive logistic regression model based on whether the inclusion of the
feature significantly improves the model’s predictive capabilities.
The stepwise logistic regression was run using the SAS® 9.3 statistical modeling
package. A significance level of α < 0.05 was required for a feature to remain in the
selected model. In total, 15 features were identified as significant to the predictive
process. These features included 9 static personal traits as well as the total pretest
score. The 6 in-game features related to the students’ statuses, use of the in-game
tools and students’ off-task behaviors.
Bayesian Modeling. The next step in model development was to select a modeling
approach which could take advantage of both empirical and theoretical knowledge of
SRL in CRYSTAL ISLAND. A Bayesian approach was selected for a variety of reasons.
First, Bayesian methodologies have been used to represent a wide variety of phenomena in intelligent tutoring systems including models of learning [39, 40], affect [41,
42], and hinting [43]. More importantly for this application, Bayesian networks can
accommodate both empirical and theoretical knowledge [41, 42]. Bayesian networks
operate by representing the relationship between variables in terms of a probability
distribution. Bayesian networks involve two main components, (1) a network structure, which describes which variables are related to others, and (2) a set of conditional
dependencies which provide the exact specifications for these relationships. Both the
structure and the conditional dependencies can be learned using a variety of possible
algorithms [44] or specified by hand.

The proposed model includes a structure which has been hand-crafted to include
the features indicated as beneficial for predicting SRL class. The relationship between
these variables is determined by a theoretical grounding of SRL processes including
the key behaviors of planning and monitoring [31]. The exact values of the conditional dependencies are then learned using an Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm
[44]. In this way the model takes advantage of theoretical knowledge related of SRL
processes as well as empirical evidence of how these phenomena occur in the
CRYSTAL ISLAND environment.

5

Results

A Bayesian network structure was constructed using the 9 personal a 6 in-game attributes identified in the feature selection step. Three hidden states were also created
based on understanding of the CRYSTAL ISLAND environment and SRL processes.
These included:
 Resource Use: This variable aggregates information of a variety of in-game behaviors all related to the effective use of the in-game resources. This includes offtask behavior, diagnosis worksheet use and testing behaviors.
 Planning: This variable seeks to represent students’ tendencies to engage in planning behaviors before beginning a task, a hallmark of SRL. Features that indicate
planning include openness and agreeableness which reflect how students approach
novel situations, as well as the planning subscale of cognitive-emotion regulation
questionnaire.
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Fig. 3. Structure of Bayesian network for predicting SRL class

 Monitoring: This variable seeks to represent student behaviors and personal
tendencies that lead to monitoring of learning activities, another hallmark of SRL.
These include diagnose worksheet use, conscientiousness, and learning goals.
The structure was hand-crafted using the GeNIe modeling environment developed
by the Decision Systems Laboratory of the University of Pittsburgh
(http://dsl.sis.pitt.edu). This structure can be seen in Figure 3. Parameters were then
learned using the EM algorithm provided by GeNIe using data from each of the four
time-slices described in Section 4.1. However, since there is no in-game data available for the Initial dataset, this model included only the 9 personal attributes and 2
hidden attributes that do not involve in-game activities. Models were evaluated using
10-fold cross-validation.
Results indicated that the Bayesian network significantly outperformed both baseline measures and the naïve classifiers. At the Initial time slice, the handcrafted
Bayesian network correctly predicted 64.8% of students’ classifications and reached
an accuracy of 68.5% by Report3. This indicates that the model is twice as effective
as the baseline measures. Examination of recall metrics indicate that the Bayesian
model does not perform significantly better at recognizing any particular class.
While successful, the Bayesian model represents a static picture of SRL processes
at a particular time. One of the key components of SRL is that a student’s planning
and monitoring activities impact future behaviors based on the success of adopted
strategies. In order to account for the dynamic nature of SRL behaviors the static
Bayesian network was extended into a dynamic Bayesian network. Dynamic Bayesian
Networks (DBNs) are able to account for temporal relationships between variables,
tn

tn+1

Dynamic In-Game Features

Dynamic In-Game Features

Resource Use

Monitoring

Resource Use

Monitoring

SRL Class

SRL Class

Planning

Planning

Static Student Features

Fig. 4. Structure of dynamic Bayesian network for predicting SRL class

Table 1. Predictive accuracy for learned models

Model
Top Prior Model
Bayesian Network
Dynamic Bayes Net

Initial
42.7
64.8
64.5

Predictive Accuracy
Report1
Report2
46.2
67.0
80.5

48.1
67.5
81.3

Report3
57.2
68.5
83.1

Table 2. Recall metrics for Bayesian models

Class

Bayesian Network
Dynamic Bayesian Network
Initial Report1 Report2 Report3 Initial Report1 Report2 Report3

Low
0.67
Medium 0.61
High
0.66

0.67
0.57
0.77

0.70
0.59
0.73

0.58
0.68
0.79

0.73
0.49
0.71

0.71
0.78
0.92

0.73
0.80
0.91

0.75
0.84
0.91

allowing observations at time tn to inform observations at time tn+1. Utilizing this
framework, we extended the static Bayesian network to include temporal relationships
between planning and monitoring across time. This extended dynamic Bayesian network is depicted in Figure 4. Again, the model was trained using GeNIe’s EM algorithm and evaluated with 10-fold cross-validation.
Results indicated that for the Initial time slice the DBN achieved a predictive accuracy (64.5%) equivalent to that of the static Bayesian network. This finding is unsurprising as the model has no prior information to improve predictive accuracy.
However, for each of the three time slices occurring during gameplay, the DBN is
able to significantly outperform the static Bayesian network, reaching a predictive
accuracy of 83.1% by Report3. Further examination of recall metrics indicates that
the model correctly recognizes approximately the same percentage of Low-SRL students regardless of how much time has passed. The increase in predictive accuracy
over time appears to come from an increased ability to distinguish Medium and HighSRL students further into the interaction. Overall, the DBN matched or outperformed
the static Bayesian model and achieved predictive accuracies that are believed to be
sufficient for guiding future scaffolding approaches.

6

Conclusion

Learner-guided systems offer significant promise in fostering engagement and motivation by providing autonomy and allowing students to direct their own learning.
However, evidence suggests that some students lack the self-regulatory skills to receive the maximum benefit these systems may offer. This was found to be the case
with detailed analyses of the CRYSTAL ISLAND environment. Students with more developed SRL skills learn more and report higher levels of engagement and interest
when interacting with CRYSTAL ISLAND than students lacking these skills, suggesting
the need to provide adaptive scaffolding based on students SRL abilities.

Machine-learned models capable of early prediction of SRL classification show
promise in being able to identify which students would benefit most from adaptive
scaffolding. Specifically, Bayesian techniques using both empirical data and theoretical grounding were able to classify students into groups of High, Medium and Low
SRL skills early into their interaction with CRYSTAL ISLAND. Dynamic Bayesian networks, which reflect the temporal dynamics of planning and monitoring behaviors
offered significant improvements over static models which did not incorporate these
features.
This work represents the first step in providing adaptive, appropriately leveled
scaffolding of SRL behaviors in CRYSTAL ISLAND. Many areas remain for future
work. First, it will be important to identify which specific behaviors should be supported or guided by the adaptive system. Recent work has shown that High, Medium,
and Low-SRL students utilize the features of the CRYSTAL ISLAND environment differently. Further work should be undertaken to attempt to gain a more detailed understanding of these differences with modeling techniques such as pattern mining or
Markovian approaches. Next, leveled scaffolding will be developed and evaluated to
identify how much scaffolding is appropriate for each SRL skill level. This scaffolding will encourage goal setting and monitoring behaviors and guide students towards
strategies identified by the analysis of real student behaviors. It will be important to
measure outcomes in terms of both learning and engagement as it is expected that too
much guidance or support may reduce interest and enjoyment. Furthermore, it will be
important to investigate the relative cost of misclassification and incorrect delivery of
scaffolding. An objective cost metric balancing engagement and learning can guide
learned models towards policies that optimize a scaffolding strategy. Finally, the findings from each of these investigations will be incorporated into a comprehensive version of CRYSTAL ISLAND, capable of early detection and adaptive, leveled scaffolding
of self-regulate learning.
Self-regulated learning is an important skill impacting the success of students on a
variety of learning tasks. Students without these skills are unable to make the most of
learner-guided environments that provide autonomy and self-guided learning in the
hopes of increasing engagement and interest as well as learning outcomes. Scaffolding tailored specifically to the skill-level of the student is necessary to balance the
engagement benefits of autonomy and the learning benefits of guided learning activities. The empirical models discussed in this work represent the first step in developing
a system capable of early identification of SRL skills so that adaptation can be tailored directly based on students’ specific needs.
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